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A nonlinear periodic functional differential equation with unbounded delay 
describing the growth of a single species with depensation is considered. The global 
bifurcation of positive periodic solutions from the null one is studied and the dif- 
ferences from logistic-type equations are shown, namely the multiplicity of non- 
trivial solutions and the occurrence of a new bifurcation phenomenon. The 
biological meaning of the results is discussed. a; 1985 Academic PESS, IK. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the functional differential equation with 
unbounded delay 
N’(f) = Nt)(dt) - a(t) N(t) - WC N,)), (1.1) 
where N,(s) = N(t + S) for s E (-co, 01, u and Y are periodic and con- 
tinuous functions of period w, the nonlinear functional H(t, ) operates on 
the Banach space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on 
(-co, 01, and is periodic in t. 
This equation is a model of the growth of a single population which lives 
in a periodically varying environment. The inclusion of delays in the 
equations of population dynamics goes back to Volterra [ 181. Recently 
several authors studied single species models with delays and especially the 
delay logistic equation 
N’(t) = N(t) (r-aN(r)-cJm N(r-S)&(S)). (1.2) 
0 
see, for instance, [9] and the references therein. 
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Cushing [lo] and Badii and Schiaflino [2] studied (1.2) with periodic 
coefficients; Seifert [163 proved the existence of an almost periodic solution 
when the coefficients are almost periodic; Busenberg and Cooke [6] 
studied a periodic delay-differential equation similar to (1.2), which arises 
in the theory of epidemics. 
In this paper we do not assume any global monotonicity property of the 
“crowding functional” UN + H( t, N,). We assume, roughly speaking, that it 
goes to infinity asN goes to infinity, and that its time-average is decreasing 
in N for small N and bounded from below. This makes our equation sub- 
stantially different from logistic-type models. The inclusion of the 
Allee-Robertson effect [1, 191 motivates biologically our assumptions. 
This phenomenon is also referred to as “depensation” [7] and plays an 
important role in optimal fishing problems. A detailed introduction to this 
topic is given in [4], where we briefly survey the biological iterature and 
construct some models. In [4] we also study a periodic ordinary differen- 
tial equation with depensation, obtaining results on existence, multiplicity, 
and global stability of periodic solutions. The results in [4] are obtained 
studying the fixed points of the Poincare map associated to the equation. 
In the present paper we use completely different methods, namely bifur- 
cation theory. This approach, besides’ allowing us to deal with a much 
more general equation, gives us a result on the global nature of the bifur- 
cation of positive periodic solutions which was not available by the 
methods of [4]. 
Two examples of equations which can be placed in the form (1.1) and 
satisfy the hypotheses that will be described in Section 2, are the following: 






-c(t) jom N(t -s) da(i)); 
(1.4) 
here r, a, b, and c are o-periodic ontinuous functions, a > 0, b, c 2 0, da 
positive constant, c1 a nondecreasing function such that fr da(s) = 1. The 
introduction of the terms - b/(N + d) and b. log(N+ d) in the logistic 
equation is justified in [4]. 
The most interesting feature of this class of models is that their bifur- 
cation diagram of positive o-periodic solutions (of equilibrium solutions if 
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the equation is autonomous) is different from the diagram of logistic-type 
models. In fact there exist multiple solutions and a new “bifurcation” (in a 
generalized sense) appears, in addition to the usual bifurcation from the 
curve of null solutions. These facts and a biological interpretation will be 
discussed in Section 4. In our paper [S J we address the further problem of 
giving conditions under which such a bifurcation point is a “turning point” 
and an exchange of stability occurs at this point. We give some results for 
an ordinary differential equation, using methods that can be extended to 
functional differential equations with bounded delay. 
In Seifert’s recent work [ 171, of which we learnt when the present paper 
was completed, Eq. (1.1) is considered with a, Y, and H almost periodic in t 
and without logistic-type assumptions on H. Seifert’s methods and results 
are totally different from ours, since the author is mainly concerned with 
establishing the smoothness hypotheses on the right-hand side of the 
equation which ensure both existence and uniform stability of almost 
periodic solutions. We remark, however, that Theorem 2 in [17] might be 
used to prove uniform stability of some of the periodic solutions of 
Theorem 3.1 in Section 3. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we lay down the 
hypotheses on Eq. (1.1) and prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for 
the Cauchy problem, applying Driver’s theory of functional differential 
equations with unbounded delay [ 111. In Section 3 we state and prove the 
main result on the existence of positive w-periodic solutions of ( 1.1); bifur- 
cation theory for nonlinear eigenvalue problems, and especially 
Rabinowitz’s global bifurcation theorem [15], is the main tool of the 
proof. In Section 4 we point out some facts about the structural stability of
Eq. ( 1.1) and some biological consequences. 
2. HYPOTHESES AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let D be an open and connected set of the real line, D 2 Iw + = [0, + cc ), 
and E be the set of continuous and bounded functions from ( - co, 0] into 
D, E = CB( ( - co, 01, D). 
E is a subset of CB(( - co, 01, [w), which is a Banach space with the 
sup-norm 11411 = sup,,, M(s)L 4 E WC - a, 01, RI. 
If, for t, E [w, x is a function on ( - co, t,) to D, continuous and bounded, 
then for each t < t, we define x, E E by x,(s) = x(t + s), SE (- co, 01. 
Let B denote the Banach space of continuous functions on [w to [w periodic 
with a fixed, but arbitrary, period o >O, with the norm llull = 
suPo<rGo lu(t)l, ueg (there will be no confusion because of the use of the 
same symbol for the two norms; note that, if NE B, llN[l = IIN, II for all t). 
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We consider the functional differential equation 
N’(t) = Nt)(r(t) -a(t) N(t) - WC N,)), (2-l) 
where r,a~B, a>O, H:[WxE~[W,H(t,cp)=H(t+w,cp) for ?ER, GEE, 
and the initial condition 
N(t) = d(t), t 6 0, (2.2) 
where C/J E E. The following hypotheses on H will be assumed: 
(Hl ) for any function x: ( - co, t,) + D continuous and bounded, the 
function ?I--+ H(t, x,) from ( - cc, t, ) into R is continuous; 
(H2) (local Lipschitz continuity with respect o cp) for every compact 
KE R and T> 0, there exists a constant L,,, such that 
whenever t E [0, T], cp, $ E E and q(t), $(t) E K for all t; 
(H3) there exists a function 1: R + -+ R + continuous and non- 
decreasing, such that f(O)=0 and 
IWC cp)l 6 4IlcplI) for CpeE, tE(W; 
(H4) there exist m, p, q E B, p(t) < a(t) for all t, such that 
WC cp) 3 -p(t) 40) -q(t) 
whenever cp E E is such that ~(0) > m(t). 
(H4) essentially states that, if H is the sum of an ordinary term and a term 
involving the delay, then the ordinary term does not decrease more rapidly 
than a linear function and the delayed term is bounded from below. For 
instance, Eq. (1.3) satisfies (H4) with m =p = q = 0, while there exists 
m E B, m > 0, such that Eq. (1.4) satisfies (H4) with q = 0, p(t) = a(t) - 0, 
/I > 0. A solution of (2.1) in [0, T), T < cc, is a function N: ( - co, T) + D, 
continuously differentiable in [0, T), such that N, E E for every t E [0, T), 
and which satisfies (2.1) for t E [0, T) (at t=O we interpret N’(0) as the 
right-hand derivative). 
THEOREM (2.3). Let the hypotheses (Hl )-(H4) hold. If 4 E E is such that 
$(O)>O, then there exists a unique solution N(t) of(2.1) (2.2) in [0, + CCI). 
This solution is nonnegative and bounded, and N > 0 if and only if 
d(O) = N(0) > 0. 
Proof: It is easy to see that (H2) and (H3) imply that also the right- 
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hand side of (2.1) satisfies the Lipschitz condition described by (H2) and 
then, by (Hl ), Eq. (2.1) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 in [ 111, 
which guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a local solution of the 
Cauchy problem. Note that a solution of (2.1) satisfies the equality 
N(t) = N(0) exp 
i 
j’ (r(s) - a(s) N(s) - H(s, A’,)) ds , (2.4) 
0 
so that the sign of a solution is determined by the sign of N(0) = d(O) in the 
whole maximal interval of existence. 
By (H4) we have that a solution N(t) of (2.1) satisfies either 
N(t) <m(t) d llmll or 
N’(t)6r(t)N(f)-~(t)N~(t)+p(t)N*(t)+q(t). 
Let y(t; to, yo) be the solution of the Cauchy problem 
,v’=ry-(a-p)y’+q, 
.Y(to) =.Yo. 
Since a -p > 0, for each fixed y, 2 0 and to, y(t; to, yo) exists in [0, + co) 
and is bounded. Define M, = sup{ y(t; 0, b(O)): t3 0} and M, = 
sup{y(t;s,m(s)):Ods~t}. Hence for every T>O 
~(~)6max{ll~ll,~l,~2}~~ for t E [0, T), 
A’(t) does not reach the boundary of E because it stays positive, and then, 
by Theorem 3 in [ 1 l] and the arbitrariness of T, we have the global 
existence and boundedness of the solution. Q.E.D. 
Hypotheses (Hl )-( H4) are sufticiently general to be satisfied by most 
single-species quations with delay, included logistic-type models. In the 
following paragraph we will study existence and multiplicity of periodic 
solutions for nonlogistic models. Here we give two very weak hypotheses to 
define nonlogistic models (cf. [4, Sect. 21). We denote by (f) or (f(t)) 
the average of the function f E B, 
(f) = (f(t)) = or’ s 
‘o.f(f) dt. 
0 
(H5) The map cp t-+H(t, q) from E into R is (Frechet) differentiable 




(H6) There exists a number c E R such that 
(aN+H(t,N,))>,c forNEB,N30. 
Note that, if (H5) holds, then c < 0. If (H4) holds with m = 0, then (H6) 
is automatically verified for c = -(q). 
The next hypothesis is a property of regularity of H in a neighbourhood 
of 0 E E. If F is a map R x Y + X, Y G E, X a Banach space, we will say that 
q~ H F( t, cp) satisjk~ property (U) in Y (“uniform continuity”), if, for each 
bounded set A c_ Y and E > 0, there exists 6> 0 such that cp, $ E A and 
ll(p-$II<6 imply IIF(t,cp)-F(t,+)II <E for each tE[O,co]. 
(H7) There exists p > 0 such that the map cp H H(t, cp) is differen- 
tiable at each II/~(cp~E:Ilcp(l<p}=B,, t~[O,co], let DH(t,$) denote 
this (Frechet) derivative; the map cp~DH(t, cp) is differentiable at each 
tj E B,, t E [0, co], let D*H(t, $) denote the derivative; there exists a con- 
stant K such that IID*H(t, $)I1 d K for II/ E B,,, t E [0, 01, and the map 
cp H D*H( t, cp) satisfies property ( U) in B,. 
It is easy to verify that if (2.1) is an ordinary differential equation, i.e., 
H( t, N,) = h( t, N(t)), and h is twice continuously differentiable with respect 
to N in a neighbourhood of 0, then hypothesis (H7) is satisfied. It is easily 
seen that also Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) satisfy (H7). 
3. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM (3.1). Let the hypotheses (Hl)-(H7) hold and set 
r(t) = y(t) + (r ). Then, for each fixed y E B such that (y ) = 0 and consider- 
ing (r) as a parameter, there is a subcritical bifurcation of positive co- 
periodic solutions of (2.1) from the null solution at (r) = 0; the bifurcation is
global, i.e., positive o-periodic solutions exist for each (r ) E [A,, + co ), 
where c < 2, < 0; and in a certain range of values of (r) there are at least 
two such solutions. 
More precisely: 
(i) there exists a constant r,,E [w, r0 ~0, such that if r,, < (r) < 0, 
then there exists a positive o-periodic soluton lici of(2.1), and there xists a
neighbourhood W of 0 in B, such that m is the unique positive solution of 
(2.1) in W; 
(ii) there exists &E [c, r,,] such that, tf (r) >/ /1,, then there exists a
positive o-periodic solution of (2.1); 
(iii) for each constant M > 0 there exists R > 0 such that, tf (r) > R, 
then there exists a positive o-periodic solution of (2.1) with norm greater 
than M; 
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(iv) if r,, < (r ) < 0, then there exists a positive w-periodic solution N* 
of (2.1) such that N* # N, that is N* C$ W. 
We give a preliminary lemma which states two a priori estimates on the 
periodic solutions of (2.1). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the hypotheses (Hl )-(H7) hold. Zf N is a nontrivial 
periodic solution of (2.1) and r(t) = A + y(t), where I. = (r), then the follow- 
ing inequalities hold: 
IIN G cd + B ifllNll 3 IdI, (3.3) 
Ii1 6 llvll + II4 . IIN + NlNll 1, (3.4) 
where GI is such that a-p2amm'>0, fl=~~(IIyIl+ 1lq11). 
Proqf Let t, be chosen so that N(t,) = 1) Nil and N’(t,) = 0. Then 
~+~(t,,)-a(t,)llNIl-H(t,,N,,)=O (3.5) 
and since IIN,/) = IINil, by (H3) we obtain (3.4). Equation (3.5) and (H4) 
imply, for IINII >m(t,,,) 
IINII a([,,,) 6 J.+ llrll +p(t,) IINII + dt,) 
and (3.3) follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 3.1 in several steps, some of which are 
of independent interest for the discussion in Section 4. 
Step 1. Setr(t)=p++(t),p=(r)+l, (@)= -1.Foreachb~Bthere 
exists a unique periodic solution of the linear equation 
x’=Bx+h 
and the solution is 




k( t, s) = 
&exp(/:+‘OB(r)dr) fort<sQa. 
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The operator L: B + B is linear and compact. All these facts are consequen- 
ces of well-known results on linear periodic equations. 
Step 2. A function N is an o-periodic solution of (2.1) if and only if it is 
a solution of the equation in the Banach space B 
N = pLN + LG(N), (3.6) 
where G(N)(t)= -a(t)N’(t)-N(t)H(t, N,). By (H2) and (H3)G: B-B 
is continuous and, by the inequality 
llG(N)ll G II4 . lINIl*+ IINII . NINIO, 
LG is compact and o( (I Nil ) for N near 0. Hence, if we consider p as a free 
parameter, (3.6) is a nonlinear eigenvalue problem [ 151. For these 
problems we have available a well-developed bifurcation theory. 
Step 3. A characteristic value of L is a number p* such that 
x’ = (0 f p*) x has nontrivial periodic solutions. Then the unique charac- 
teristic value of L is p* = -(0) = 1. It is not difficult to prove that p* has 
multiplicity 1,i.e., itis a simple characteristic value. Then, by a well-known 
result in bifurcation theory, (p*, 0) is a bifurcation point for Eq. (3.6) with 
respect o the curve of trivial solutions (p, 0), and hence we have proved 
the existence of nontrivial o-periodic solutions of (2.1) when (r) is close 
to 0. To obtain more information about the structure of the set of non- 
trivial solutions in [w x B, about the direction of bifurcation and the sign of 
bifurcated solutions, we will apply a theorem of Crandall and Rabinowitz 
[S]. To do this, we need properties of differentiability of the nonlinear 
operator G, which will be established in the following steps. 
Step 4. Define g(t, cp) = -a(t) (p*(O) - ~(0) H(t, co), cp E E. We prove 
the following facts: qt-+g(t, cp) is differentiable in B,, I E [0, 01. Let 
Dg(t, Ic/) be the derivative at $; cp H Dg(t, cp) satisfies property (17) and is 
differentiable in B,, t E [0, w], let D2g(t, q) denote the derivative at $; 
cp H D*g( t, (D) satisfies property ( U) in B,. 
It is easily seen that all the statements are true for the map 
cp H -a(t) (p*(O) and then we concentrate on the map cp I-+ ~(0) H(t, cp). By 
the formula of derivation of bilinear mappings and the rule of derivation of 
composed functions, it follows that the derivative of 
at Ic/ E B is 
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We have that 
By (H2), it follows easily that l(DH(t, $)\I is bounded by a constant for 
fE CO,wl, dJ+. Moreover, the mean value theorem and the property 
lID2fw~ $)I1 < K + E B,, TV [O, w] (see (H7)) imply that the map 
q H DH(t, cp) satisfies condition (U) in B,. Then, also using (H2), we have 
that for any E>O there exists 6>0 such that $, $E B, and l/$-y?\/ ~6 
imply llu(h $) - 44 $)I1 -=c E so that II/ +-+Dg( t, $) satisfies (U). The 
derivative at q E B, of the map $ H U( t! I,/I) isthe map 
As above we compute 
II-at, q)- at, fj)ll d f&p, (llr - 41 . lP2m ‘I) II ll$ll I cpll 
IlGnllZ 1 
Then, by (H7), v] w Z(t, q) satisfies property (U) in B,, and the same 
holds for q I-+ D’g( t, 9). 
Step 5. We prove that the operator G: B + B defined at step 2 is twice 
continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of 0 E B. Moreover, its first 
(Frechet) derivative at N is 
DGW) P(t) = Dg(t, N,) P,, PEB. (3.7) 
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By the mean value theorem 
Since q~Dg(t, q) satisfies (U), for any E > 0 there exists 6> 0 such that 
IlP, 1) 6 6 and N, E B, imply N, + (P, E B, and 
II Dg(f, N,) - &(f, N, + tP,)II GE for r E [0, 11, t E [0, 01. 
Then P E B, 11 PII 6 6 imply 
SUP I g(t, N, + P,) -g(f, N,) - Dg(t, N,) P, l/llPll < E, 
IE [O.uJ] 
which proves (3.7) because G(N)(t) =g(t, N,). By the mean value theorem 
IIMh N, + M,) - &dt, NJ - D*&> N,) M, II 
6 IN, II sup II~2g(~, N,) - D*gk N, f M,)ll. 
OGE<l 
Since q w D*g(t, cp) satisfies (U), for any E > 0 there exists 6> 0 such that 
(IM, II < 6 implies 
II&(6 N, + M,) - &Cc N,) - D’g(t, N,) M, Il/llM, /I < E, 
Then for PEB, llPll<l, MEB, I(MIJ<6 we have 
tE [O, co]. 
SW IPdC N, + M,) P, - &(r> N,) P, - D*g(t, N,)(M,, P,)l/llMII GE, 
I E ro.01 
which proves that D2G(N)(M, P)(t) = D2g(t, N,)(M,, P,). Finally D*G is 
continuous because step 4 implies 
,&up1 $pwI IP2g(c N,Mf,, P,) - D2d4 m,NM,, f’,)l 
IlP( 21 ’ 
d sup lID2gk N,) -D’g(t, %)II < 6 
IE CO.wl 
for IIN- Rll < 6. 
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Step 6. Since the operator LG is twice continuously differentiable, by 
Theorem 1.18 in [S], the nontrivial solutions of (3.6) in a neighbourhood 
of (p*, 0) are given by 
(3.8) 
for 151 < to, where N* is an eigenvector of L corresponding to the charac- 
teristic value p*, that is, 
N*(t)=N*(O)exp ~‘(fI(s)+~*)cls 
! 0 ! 
(3.9) 
(we choose N*(O) >O), and N** E B. Substituting (3.8) in (2.1), writing 
Taylor’s formula of H at (t, 0), and equating coefficients of t2, we obtain 
N**‘=N**(p*+Qt))+,u,N*-a(t) N*2-N*DH(t,0)N:. 
This linear inhomogeneous equation has a solution in B if and only if 
=0 
that is, by (3.9) 
(N*(0)(pl-aN*-DH(t,O)N,*))=O 
which is verified for p, = (aN* + DH(t, 0) NF), and hence ,u, < 0 by 
hypothesis (H5). Then we have positive solutions for { > 0, that is for 
(v) < 0. Since (3.8) describes all the nontrivial solutions of (3.6) in a 
neighbourhood of (p*, 0) [8, Theorem 1.71, and ~(0 is strictly decreasing 
for ~1 suffkiently close to ,u*, the proof of,(i) is complete. 
Step 7. Here we apply some results on the global nature of branches of 
solutions of nonlinear eigenvalue problems when the bifurcation occurs at 
a simple characteristic value, a brief survey of such results is in [3, Appen- 
dix]. Let D, g B be the domain of G and Y c R x D, be the closure of the 
set of nontrivial solutions of (3.6). There exist two maximal subsets of 
Y, %? + and %‘F, with the following properties: they are closed, connected, 
in a neighbourhood of (p*, 0) they coincide, respectively, with the curves 
{(Ai”) mt)): 0 d 5 d 0 and {(p(t), m(r)): -[<<GO}, and finally they 
either meet outside of a neighbourhood of (p*, 0) (and in such a case 
%?+=%-) or %‘+n%S ={(p*,O)}. We prove that %‘+n%-m={(p*,O)j. 
By (2.4) the solutions of (2.1) have constant sign for all t. Thus, since 
solutions in %?+ are positive and solutions in %Y are negative near 0 E B 
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and since both %‘+ and VP are connected, if they meet outside of a 
neighbourhood of (p*, 0) there must exist (fi, 0) c%‘+ n%- with 11 #p*. 
But this fact is impossible because p* is the unique characteristic value of 
L. 
We concentrate on the branch of positive solutions, %‘+. From 
Rabinowitz’s global bifurcation theorem [ 15, 33, we have that %‘+ either 
contains (I-1, 0) with p # p*, or meets the boundary of [w x D,, or is 
unbounded in [w x B. We have already seen that the first alternative does 
not occur and, since D, 2 {NE B: N 3 0, Vt } , also the second alternative is 
impossible. Thus, if A and X are the projections of %?+ on [w and B, respec- 
tively, by Lemma (3.2) we have that A and X are both unbounded. This 
proves (iii). 
Step 8. Let NE B be a solution of (2.1). Setting t = o in (2.4), one finds 
that (Y) = (aN + H(t, N,)). Then hypothesis (H6) implies (r) 3 c and 
y>c+l for (p, N)E%‘++. Then, since A is connected, it is an unbounded 
interval which is bounded from below. Let p0 denote its intimum. We prove 
that A= [pO, +co). Let (pk, Nk) be a sequence in w+ such that 
lim,pL, = pLo. Define F(p, N) = pLN+ G(N); F: Iw x B -+ B is a compact 
operator. Since pk is convergent and by (3.3), ((Pi, Nk): k E N > is bounded 
and { F(pk, Nk): k E N } is relatively compact. Thus there exists a sub- 
sequence, which we still call (Pi, N”), such that F(P~, Nk) converges. But 
we have that Nk=F(pk, Nk) and hence lim, Nk =p in B and 
(,u”, N”) E %‘+ because %? + is closed. We have proved (ii) with & = pLg - 1. 
In fact we have proved much more, that will be pointed out in Corollary 
(4.1). 
Step 9. By the results at step 6, we can take a neighbourhood of 
(,n*, 0) of the form (p(c), p( -[))x W, where 0~ [<t, and W= 
{NE B: I)N(I < ilN([)II >;such that 
+? + n (Al), P( -0) x W= { (1.44)~ Rt)): 0 6 5 < 0, 
- - 
%‘+ n IX& d-t)) x aW= {bL(h N(t))}, 
(3.10) 
and p(t)<p* for O< 4 6[. We fix (A N)E%‘+ with p* <p<l( -t) (it 
exists because ,4 = [pO, +a)). Define A,= (P-S, +co)xCW, 6>0 (the 
symbol C denotes the complement of a set). It is clear that (B, N) E A, n %? + 
for each 6~0 and %?+ nCAaz{(p(<), N(5)):0<5<[} and then, since %?+ 
is connected, for each 6 > 0 there exists (pa, N’) G%?+ naA,, i.e., either 
pa=iI-6 and IlN’ll 3 II@& or ~~3b-6 and IlN’lI = IlN(t)ll. By (3.10) 
the second alternative may occur only if ps < ,u( [) and hence for each 6 
such that p(g) < ,G - 6 <ii there exists (p - 6, N6) E %+ with N* $ W. Then 
for (r ) < 0 and sufficiently c ose to 0 there exist two distinct positive o- 
periodic solutions of (2.1). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 1. We have assumed hypothesis (H7) in order to have the 
operator G twice continuously differentiable around 0 (see steps 4 and 5). 
Statement (i), with the exception of the uniqueness of iii in W, can be 
proved without assuming (H7). The continuous differentiability of G allows 
us to invoke the global results at step 7 and is sufficient to prove (ii) and 
(iii). Expansion (3.8) can be done because G is twice continuously differen- 
tiable and allows us to prove the uniqueness of W in W. Also the proof of 
(iv) becomes more difficult without such an expansion. 
Remark 2. In the above proof we used the inequality in hypothesis 
(H5) only for N(t) = exp(Jh y(s) ds). 
4. STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND BIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 
Theorem 3.1 gives us a bifurcation diagram which generalizes the one 
obtained for the ordinary autonomous model [4]: as in the logistic model, 
bifurcation from the null solution occurs at (Y) = 0, but in our model 
bifurcation is subcritical instead of supercritical, i.e., we have small periodic 
solutions for (r) < 0; the continuum of solutions (not necessarily a curve) 
exists until a certain value (r) = Lo and‘at such point it “turns back,” a 
fact which is expressed by the existence of multiple nontrivial periodic 
solutions, and then it goes to infinity. Thus Eq. (2.1) has a second critical 
value of the parameter (r), that is 1,. The phenomenon which happens at 
this point can still be called “bifurcation” ina suitable generalized sense, 
see [ 13, 141. The following corollary summarizes the facts proved at step 8 
of the proof of Theorem (3.1) about the qualitative changes that occur at 
A, : 
COROLLARY 4.1. Consider the family of operators flu : B --) B, 
PP = pL - I + LG (the operators L and G were defined at steps 1 and 2 of 
the proof of (3.1)). Let ,uO = 1, + 1. There exists p E B, p > 0, such that: 
(i) FJlvo) = 0; 
(ii) there exists a neighbourhood V of p and p _ < pLo such that for 
p E (,u _ , ,uO) there are no solutions in V of the equation 9JN) = 0; 
(iii) for every neighbourhood U of No there exist ,u+ > ,uo and a 
function NP E U for each p E (,uo, p + 1, such that FU(NP) = 0. 
We apply this corollary to the following ordinary differential equation 
studied in [4], 
N’ = Nf (t, N), f (t, NJ = r(t) -g(t, Nh (4.2) 
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where rEB, g:RxR+ --f [w continuous, w-periodic in t and satisfying 
g( t, 0) z 0, with the following hypotheses: 
(A) there exists a nonnegative function ME B (the optimal density) 
such that r(t) <f(t, N) <f( t, M(t)) if 0 < N 6 M(t), t E [0, o] and f( t, N) 
is strictly decreasing in N for N > M(t), t E [0, w]; 
(B) for every t such that f( t, M(t)) > 0 there exists K(t) > M(t) such 
that f(t, K(t)) = 0. 
If we assume g( t, N) = a(t) N + h( t, N) with h twice continuously differen- 
tiable in N and satisfying (H4), then it is easy to see that (Hl )-(H3) and 
(H5)-(H7) are satisfied and the constant c in (H6) may be chosen 
c = (g(t, M(t))). In [4] we proved, following a different approach, that no 
nontrivial periodic solution exists for (r ) < c and that at least wo periodic 
solutions exist for (r ) < 0 under an additional hypothesis which forces (r ) 
to be greater than a constant pH. Since in general c is not equal to pH, [4] 
leaves open the problem of the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions for 
(r) E [c, ~~1. Corollary (4.1) gives a partial answer to this question, 
stating that the bifurcation diagram can be continued until (r) reaches the 
minimum value &,E [c, ~~1. We remark that if Eq. (4.2) is autonomous, 
then 1, = c = g(M), but in the general nonautonomous case & > c (under 
reasonable assumptions), which means that the bifurcation diagram shifts 
to the right when the parameters are periodically perturbed. In fact the 
following result holds: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume (A) and suppose that f( t, N) <f( t, M(t)) for 
N>O, N#M(t), tE [0, co]. If Eq. (4.2) with (r) = (g(t, M(t))) has a 
positive solution NE B, then N = M. 
Proof: We have seen at the beginning of step 8 in the proof of (3.1), 
that if N is a periodic solution, then (g(t, N(r)))= (r) so that 
jr g(t, N(t)) dt = 1; g(t, M(t)) dt. S ince g(t, N(t))Bg(t, M(t)) and the 
equality holds only if N(t) = M(t), we have N(t) = M(t) for all t. Q.E.D. 
The biological data given in [4] show that the optimal density of pop- 
ulations of Rotifers is a decreasing function of the temperature. Hence, if 
the temperature is the main factor affecting M, the optimal density attains 
its maximum in the winter and its minimum in the summer. On the other 
hand aquatic population usually attain their maximum in the summer and 
their minimum in the winter (this is basically because the intrinsic rate of 
increase r is an increasing function of the temperature). Then it seems 
unrealistic that the optimal density is the unique solution of the equation of 
growth and we expect that in natural ecosystems 1, > c. Note that this 
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phenomenon of shifting of a critical value is another new feature with 
respect o logistic-type models. 
It is well known that bifurcation points are often also critical values for 
the properties of stability ofsolutions. It has been observed in [4] that, if 
Eq. (4.2) is autonomous, then (M, g(M)) is a turning point of the curve of 
nontrivial equilibrium solutions where an exchange of stability occurs. We 
suppose that more general equations will exhibit this phenomenon and 
precisely that, under suitable assumptions, the following facts hold for 
equation (2.1): 
(a) there exist two continuously differentiable functions 
p: C-1, l]-+R, N: C-1, 11-B, such that W+n[po-E,pO+cJxB= 
{MO, N(O): 5E c-1, u> and ~(0) =pO, N(O)= p(‘#+ was defined at 
step 7 of the proof of (3.1)), i.e., there is a local parametrization of %? + 
around (p,,, N”); 
(b) the linearization around No of (2.1) with (r) = 2, = p,, - 1 has a 
characteristic multiplier i(O) = 1; 
(c) there is a continuous function [: [ - 1, l] -+ G such that l(4) is a 
characteristic multiplier of the linearization around N(t) of Eq. (2.1) with 
(r) =p(<)- 1, and such that /[(<)I > 1 for r ~0 and [[([)I < 1 for 5>0. 
Statement (b) can be proved applying the techniques of Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that cp I--+ H(t, cp) is differentiable t every $ E E 
and II/++ DH(t, I)) satisfies property (II) in E. Consider the linearization 
around h@ of Eq. (2.1), that is 
y'(f) = r(t) y(t) + &At, NY) Y,, (4.5) 
where the operators g and Dg were defined at step 4 of the proof of (3.1). If
(r) = A,, then Eq. (4.5) has a solution PE B, P # 0. 
Proof By the arguments of steps 4 and 5 of the proof of (3.1) it follows 
that G, and hence FP, is differentiable at any NE B, N3 0. Corollary 4.1 
and the implicit function theorem imply that the derivative at p of 
9&, DFj,(N(‘), has not a bounded inverse. Since 
DFfiO(p) = pOL -I+ LOG(@) 
and L is compact, there exists PE B, P#O, such that DF,(p) P= 0. By 
the definition of the operator L and formula (3.7) this means exactly that 
P is a periodic solution of the equation 
y’(t) = e(t) y(t) + po At) + Ddt> #‘)Y,, 
that is of (4.5). Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Theorem 4.4 implies that the null solution of (4.5) is neither 
asymptotically stable nor completely unstable. If (2.1) is a functional dif- 
ferential equation with bounded delay, we have available Hale’s theory of 
linear periodic equations [12, Chap. 81. Following Hale’s definition, 
Theorem (4.4) says that Eq. (4.5) has a characteristic multiplier equal to 1. 
In [S] we prove that statement (a) is true for Eq. (4.2) with the above- 
mentioned assumptions. The method described in [5] works for functional 
differential equations with bounded delay as well, but in the delay case one 
has to assume several spectral properties which are automatically satisfied 
in the ordinary case. Moreover we give a concavity condition on the right- 
hand side of (4.2), under which statement (c) is true as well. 
The results of this paragraph have an important biological meaning. 
Suppose that the periodic solutions found in Theorem (3.1) describe the 
long time behaviour of a population in an ecosystem (i.e., they are 
asymptotically stable). The problem of structural stability is concerned 
with those qualitative changes which occur in the behaviour of the pop- 
ulation when some parameters change. Corollary 4.1 says that if the 
parameter (r) becomes smaller than the critical value I,, then the 
behaviour of the population has a drastic, discontinuous change from a 
state of stable survival to another state, presumably extinction. The 
phenomenon is qualitatively different from the usual bifurcation from a 
known curve of solutions. It should be compared, for instance, with the 
logistic-type models, where the population goes to extinction continuously 
as (r ) approaches 0. 
This phenomenon is well known in the theory of exploited populations 
[7], where the parameter (r) is a linear function of the harvesting effort 
and hence is a controlled parameter. Our results constitute a first step 
towards a generalization fClark’s theory of critical depensation models to 
populations with delayed effects and living in a periodical environment. 
For instance, the above-mentioned inequality A,,> c has the following 
ecological interpretation: a periodic perturbation of the environment 
increases the critical value of the parameter (r) under which the pop- 
ulation presumably goes extinct, i.e., it lowers the maximum harvesting 
effort sustainable by the population. 
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